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ABSTRACT 
Today, robots are increasingly present in the machine building 
industry, sometimes even in some sections to replace workers 
altogether, due to the high quality of their work, repetitive, without 
stopping or pausing, without any manufacturing and assembly scuffs. 
In this paper, one presents the mechanisms with bars and gears, which 
are planetary mechanisms for robot automation and mechatronics, 
structurally-topological. The gears and bars consist of at least one 
movable articulated bar and one of the cylindrical, tapered or hipoidal 
gears. Only gears with circular or straight toothed gears, in which the 
relative position of the rotation or translation axes does not change, 
shall be considered. The topological structure of the gears and gears 
is characterized by a kinematic chain with articulated bars and at least 
one kinematic chain with gears. The kinematic chain may be chain 
open (with a fixed rotation joint) or closed chain (with at least two fixed 
joints). The kinematic chain with gears is attached to the kinematic 
chain with bars so that at least two gear wheels have centers in the 
bars of the bars and some wheels may be integral with the bars. In 
practice, some of these gears with gears and gears are known as 
planetary gears with cylindrical, conical or hipoidal gears. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 Today, robots are increasingly present in the machine building industry, 
sometimes even in some sections to replace workers altogether, due to the high quality 
of their work, repetitive, without stopping or pausing, without any manufacturing and 
assembly scuffs. 
 Additionally, robots do not get sick, do not require medical leave or rest, work 
faster and better than humans and also support toxic environments from dyers, 
general assemblies, etc. 
 Generally, robots have increased the quality and productivity of work and 
have not even created a union to defend their claims, demanding increased wages 
for them and larger holidays. Interestingly, a robot is working without a break, but 
without salary, without breaks, without complaining about working conditions in the 
plant. 
 Robots can work on three shifts, that is, permanently, but not by shifting them like 
people did, but always remaining the same robots deployed in operation, nonstop, for 
days, without breaks, without rest, without problems. 
 It has come to the effect that the big car manufacturers and even others, have 
entire sections in which only robots work. They do not have to worry about each other, 
do not quarrel, do not complain, do not cry, do not ask for the salary, do not require 
leave, they do not want free days and can work with high returns and Saturday and 
Sunday, if necessary on three shifts without a break. 
 The importance of implementing robots can no longer be challenged. They have 
so increased the quality of work and the production of an enterprise that they can no 
longer give up their help. Workers have reclassified themselves and work only in 
more friendly workplaces, or in other workplaces, such as supermarkets, in better 
conditions, with higher wages, with several days off and they are also pleased and 
all this is due to production and additional gains from higher sales due to the robot 
work in large factories. 
 We can clearly state that robots have improved our lives considerably. Thanks 
to them, a new free day was introduced for almost all working people, Friday, in 
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addition to Saturday and we may soon be able to introduce another free day, but we 
have to choose whether it is Monday or Thursday.  
 People, in the beginning, were taught by the trade union bosses to chase and 
sabotage the robots, to ruin them and not to accept them. Today things are clear and 
the robots work quietly in the big companies and factories for the sake of everyone, so 
now we can all accept the silence of the automation, the robotics, the electronics, without 
letting us be fooled by the union leaders, who slowly slow down and they will calm down. 
 If we like it or not like, robots have already stolen all our hard works places. 
 Anthropomorphic robots are, as I have already said, in most of the most 
widespread and widely used works worldwide today, due to their ability to adapt quickly 
to forced work, working without breaks or breaks 24 h a day, without unpaid leave 
without asking for food, water, air, or salary. Anthropomorphic robots are supple, 
elegant, easy to configure and adapted to almost any required location, being the most 
flexible, more useful, more penetrating, easy to deploy and maintain.  
 For the first time, these robots have asserted themselves in the automotive 
industry and especially in the automotive industry, today they have penetrated almost 
all industrial fields, being easily adaptable, flexible, dynamic, resilient, cheaper than 
other models, occupying a volume smaller but with a major working space. They can 
also work in toxic or dangerous environments, so used in dyeing, chemical cleaners, 
in chemical or nuclear environments, where they handle explosive objects, or in 
military missions to land or sea mines, even if they were banned to use, because there 
are still countries around the globe that use them, such as Afghanistan.  
 The most used today's industrial robots, is built. The importance of the study of 
anthropomorphic robots has also been signaled, being today the most widespread 
robots worldwide, due to its simple design, construction, implementation, operation 
and maintenance. In addition, anthromomorphic systems are simpler from a 
technological and cheaper point of view, performing a continuous, demanding, 
repetitive work without any major maintenance problems.  
 The basic module of these robots was also presented geometrically, 
cinematically, of the forces, of its total static balancing and of the forces that arise 
within or after balancing. In the present paper we want to highlight the dynamics of the 
already statically balanced total module. It has been presented in other works and 
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studied matrix spatially, or more simply in a plan, but in this case, it is necessary to 
move from the working plane to the real space, or vice versa, passage that we will 
present in this study.  
 In the basic plan module already presented in other geometric and cinematic 
works, we want to highlight some dynamic features such as static balancing, total 
balancing and determination of the strength of the module after balancing. Through a 
total static balancing, balancing the gravitational forces and moments generated by 
the forces of gravity is achieved, balancing the forces of inertia and the moments 
(couples) generated by the presence of inertial forces (not to be confused with the 
inertial moments of the mechanism, which appear separately from the other forces, 
being part of the inertial torsion of a mechanism and depending on both the inertial 
masses of the mechanism and its angular accelerations.  
 Balancing the mechanism can be done through various methods. Partial 
balancing is achieved almost in all cases where the actuators (electric drive motors) 
are fitted with a mechanical reduction, a mechanical transmission, a sprocket, spiral 
gear, spool screw type. This results in a "forced" drive balancing from the transmission, 
which makes the operation of the assembly to be correct but rigid and with mechanical 
shocks. Such balancing is not possible when the actuators directly actuate the 
elements of the kinematic chain without using mechanical reducers (ANTONESCU; 
PETRESCU, 1985; 1989; ANTONESCU et al., 1985a; 1985b; 1986; 1987; 1988; 1994; 
1997; 2000a; 2000b; 2001; ATEFI et al., 2008; Avaei et al., 2008; AVERSA et al., 
2017a; 2017b; 2017c; 2017d; 2017e; 2016a; 2016b; 2016c; 2016d; 2016e; 2016f; 
2016g; 2016h; 2016i; 2016j; 2016k; 2016l; 2016m; 2016n; 2016o; AZAGA; OTHMAN, 
2008; CAO et al., 2013; DONG et al., 2013; EL-TOUS, 2008; COMANESCU, 2010; 
FRANKLIN, 1930; HE et al., 2013; JOLGAF et al., 2008; KANNAPPAN et al., 2008; 
LEE, 2013; LIN et al., 2013; LIU et al., 2013; MEENA AND RITTIDECH, 2008; MEENA 
et al., 2008; MIRSAYAR et al., 2017; NG et al., 2008; PADULA; PERDEREAU; 
PANNIRSELVAM, 2008; 2013; PERUMAAL; JAWAHAR, 2013; PETRESCU, 2011; 
2015a; 2015b; PETRESCU; PETRESCU, 1995a; 1995b; 1997a; 1997b; 1997c; 
2000a; 2000b; 2002a; 2002b; 2003; 2005a; 2005b; 2005c; 2005d; 2005e; 2011a; 
2011b; 2012a; 2012b; 2013a; 2013b; 2016a; 2016b; 2016c; PETRESCU et al., 2009; 
2016; 2017a; 2017b; 2017c; 2017d; 2017e; 2017f; 2017g; 2017h; 2017i; 2017j; 2017k; 
2017l; 2017m; 2017n; 2017o; 2017p; 2017q; 2017r; 2017s; 2017t; 2017u; 2017v; 
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2017w; 2017x; 2017y; 2017z; 2017aa; 2017ab; 2017ac; 2017ad; 2017ae; 2018a; 
2018b; 2018c; 2018d; 2018e; 2018f; 2018g; 2018h; 2018i; 2018j; 2018k; 2018l; 
2018m; 2018n; POURMAHMOUD, 2008; RAJASEKARAN et al., 2008; 
SHOJAEEFARD et al., 2008; TAHER et al., 2008; TAVALLAEI; TOUSI, 2008;  
THEANSUWAN; TRIRATANASIRICHAI, 2008; ZAHEDI et al., 2008; ZULKIFLI et al., 
2008). 
 In this paper one presents the space mechanisms with bars and gears, which 
are planetary mechanisms for robot automation and mechatronics, structurally-
topological.  
 It is first considered the space mechanisms with the kernel chain with open 
bars. 
 Two groups of such spatial mechanisms are known: elementary mechanisms 
(with a single articulated bar) and complex articulated mechanisms (with two or more 
articulated bars). 
 Elementary space mechanisms can be made with a single central wheel (Figure 
1) or two central wheels (Figure 2) whose fixed axes coincide with the axis of the fixed 
hinge of the bar. 
2. METHODS AND MATERIALS 
 It is first considered the space mechanisms with the kernel chain with open 
bars. 
 Two groups of such spatial mechanisms are known: elementary mechanisms 
(with a single articulated bar) and complex articulated mechanisms (with two or more 
articulated bars). 
 Elementary space mechanisms can be made with a single central wheel (Figure 
1) or two central wheels (Figure 2) whose fixed axes coincide with the axis of the fixed 
hinge of the bar. 
 The toothed wheels used in the space mechanisms are conical wheels (Figure 
1a) and worm wheel with screw and worm wheel (Figure 1b). 
 In the spherical space mechanism (Figure 1a), the central conical wheel 1 
engages the satellite cone wheel 2, their axes being competing at the point S, this 
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being the common tip of the rolling cones. The bar 3 has two joints, one fixed in A0 
(common to wheel 1), and another movable in A through which it links to wheel 2. 
 If the axes of the two conical wheels are perpendicular, the conical gear is called 
orthogonally, in this form being most often used in practice. 
 The mobility of the spherical mechanism is M = 2, which is deduced by the 
calculation of the custom formula (1): 
21312332 321  NCCM                      (1) 
                              a)                                      b) 
Figure 1: Elementary space mechanisms can be made with a single central wheel 
 The range of space associated with this kinematic contour is r = 3, since the 
axes of the rotation (m = 1) and roto-translation (m = 2) are competing at point S. 
Such a space mechanism with a bar and a conical gear is equivalent to a spherical 
spherical joint with monomobile joints, in which all axes are competing in the center S 
of the sphere. 
 In the case of the worm gear (Figure 1b), the worm wheel 1 is a central wheel 
and forms a hypoid gear (worm) with the worm wheel 2, the axes of the two gears 
being crossed in the orthogonal position. The bar 3 has a fixed axle (denoted by A0) 
common to that of the worm wheel 1, and the mobile shaft of the joint A (with the worm 
wheel) is orthogonal to the fixed one. 
 The mobility of the cross-axle space mechanism is M = 2, resulting from the 
application of the formula (2) customized to the 6: 
21615365 651  NCCM                       (2) 
 In the application of the formula (2) it is mentioned that the engagement of the 
two worm wheels (1, 2) forms a pentamobile kemematic coupling (m = 5), at which the 
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contact of the two surfaces is made at a point. A mechanism that includes a 
pentamobile kinematic coupling (maximum class) is associated with the maximum 
gradient (r = 6). 
 The space mechanism equivalent to this worm gear mechanism is an 
orthogonal spatial quadrilateral, the links of which are two trimmed spherical couplings 
and two monoblock rotation couplings. 
 The elementary space mechanisms with two central conical wheels (Figure 2) 
are obtained from the previous one (Figure 1a) by the addition of a conical gear wheel 
4, the axis of which is common to the fixed one. 
                                    a)                                           b) 
Figure 2: Elementary space mechanisms made with two central wheels 
 The first space mechanism (Figure 2a) contains a bar 3 and two conical gears 
(1, 2) and (2', 4) mounted in parallel. The mobility of the mechanism is M = 2, this 
being calculated by the formula (3) for the particular case of the spherical mechanisms: 
22322432 321  NCCM                      (3) 
 The second spatial mechanism (Figure 2b) is a particular case of the first 
mechanism from which it is obtained by orienting the movable axis in a direction 
perpendicular to the fixed axis. 
 In this latter case, the gears 1 and 4 are equal and the wheels 2 and 2' coincide, 
so that the two gears are mounted in series. 
 If the bar 3 is immobilized, the transmission ratio between wheels 1 and 4 is 
obtained as the product of the partial transmission reports to be written, in the general 
case (Figure 2a), according to the tooth numbers in the form of: 
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'21
423
4'2
3
12
3
14 zz
zz
iii 
                      (4) 
 
 For the particular case (fig. 2b), when '22 zz   and 41 zz  , of the formula (4) 
results 1314 i , that is to say, the central wheels 1 and 4 are rotating in the opposite 
direction, assuming that the bar 3 is immobilized. 
 The rotation of the bar 3 is transmitted to the central wheels 1 and 4, so that the 
formula:  
1
34
313
14 
 

i                      (5) 
we can deduce the relationship: 
341 2                       (6) 
 By immobilizing one of the two central wheels 1 or 4, the mobility of the spatial 
mechanism becomes M = 1. For example, if the wheel 4 is immobilized, by actuating 
the rod 3 the movement is multiplied to the central wheel 1, whose angular velocity is: 
31 2                       (7) 
what is obtained from (6) for 04  . 
 In this case, the relative angular velocity of the wheel 2 relative to the bar 3 is 
deduced by writing the transmission ratio between the wheels 2 and 4 under the 
immobilization of the bar 3: 
3
23
34
323
24 




i                      (8) 
from which it results 324323 i  . 
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                                        a)                                      b) 
Figure 3: The space mechanism has at least two articulated bars 
 The spatial gear mechanisms with conical gears are obtained from the 
previously analyzed by the kinematic chaining operation with bars. 
 By means of overlaying, the space mechanism has at least two articulated bars 
(Figure 3), in which the conical gears are some (Figure 3a) or Orthogonal (Figure 3b). 
 The two kinematic schemes (Figure 3a, b) are isomorphic, having the same 
topological structure, two bars (3 and 5) and three conical gears (1, 2), (4, 5). 
 It is noted that the first two conical gears (1, 2) and (4, 5) have the misaligned 
axes, being competing in the S1 point, and at the third conical gear (2', 6) the axes 
intersect in S2. 
 Also, the toothed wheel 5 is integral with the 5' bar that makes the wheel hinge 
6. The mobility of the two complex space mechanisms is M = 3, a value resulting from 
the calculation using the custom formula (9): 
33332632 321  NCCM                      (9) 
 For the numerical calculation of formula (9), for each of the two kinematic 
schemes (figure 3), the following structural-topological parameters were identified: 
3,6,3;3,2;6,1 321  NnrCmCm                   (10) 
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 According to each mobility, there is a distinct kinematic chain: the chain with 
bars (0, 3), the conical chain and bevel chain (0, 4, 5-5') and the conical toothed wheel 
chain (0, 1, 2-2', 6). 
 The three kinematic chains are linked together by the common axes, a movable 
one for three elements (2, 3, 5) and another fixed for four elements (0, 1, 3, 4). 
It is found that the three open kinematic outlines are partially coupled, so when the 
kinematic chain (0, 1, 2-2', 6) is actuated, the other 2 chains are not driven in motion. 
 The action of the kinematic chain (0, 4, 5-5') influences only the chain (0, 1, 2-
2', 6), to which it imparts a first additional movement. 
 By moving the kinematic chain (0, 3), the motion is transmitted to the other two 
kinematic chains (0, 4, 5-5') and (0, 1, 2-2', 6) of which the last chain receives a second 
movement further.  
 The calculation algorithm in the kinematic analysis of this complex spatial 
mechanism (Figure 3), with mobility M = 3, highlights three phases of work: 
I) 0,0,0 431   , when computed:  
62
'21
1
5,3
16165 zz
zzI i 
                     (11) 
II) 0,0,0 431   , when computed: 
6
'2
5
4 5365153 ; zzIIIIzzII                      (12) 
III) 0,0,0 431   , when computed:  
III
z
zIII
z
zIII
6532353 ;; 2154                      (13) 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION; SPATIAL MECHANISMS WITH BARS AND 
CLOSED-CHAIN TOOTHED WHEELS 
 This class of spatial mechanisms has, as a bar-shaped chain, a articulated 
spherical quadrangular contour 4R, RCCR and RCCC spatial quadrilateral, RRCCR 
spherical and spatial pentalater, RRRCRR spatial hexalator and 7R spatial heptalater. 
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3.1. Spherical quadrangular space mechanisms.  
 It is formed by overlapping the chain formed by two, three and four conical 
gears.  
 Gears are distinct cinematic elements or are mounted in solidarity with some 
bars of the spherical quadrangle contour.  
 It is considered the cranked spherical crank mechanism (figure 4) to which a 
conical gear, two or three conical gears are attached. The rocker bar 3 (BB0) is 
perpendicular to the fixed rotation axis projecting at point B0. 
                        a)                                          b)                                 c) 
Figure 4: It is considered the crank-type spherical gear mechanism to which is 
attached a conical gear, two or three conical gears 
 The variant 1 (figure 4a) is obtained by attaching the orthogonal conical gear 
(2', 4) to the spherical (0, 1, 2, 3) quadrant so that the wheel 2' is integral with the bar 
2 and the wheel 4 has the axle fixed joint with that of bar 3 with oscillating rocker 
movement. 
 The mobility of the spherical spatial mechanism is M = 1, it is calculated by the 
formula (14) as the particular form: 
12312532 321  NCCM                    (14) 
where the numerical values specific to the kinematic schemes (fig. 4a) were used (15): 
2,4,3;1,2;5,1 321  NnrCmCm                    (15) 
 The angular speed of the wheel 4 is calculated according to the angular speeds 
of the bars 2 and 3 and the transmission ratio of the conical gear (2', 4). 
 Variant 2 (Figure 4b) is obtained by attaching to the articulated spherical 
quadrangle of the kinematic chain consisting of two conical gears (1', 4) and (4', 5), in 
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which the wheel 1' is integral with the bar 1. The gear (1', 4') has the angle between 
the axes of wheels 1' and 4 equal to? (ABoB) formed by the axes of the joints of A and 
B. The gear (4', 5) is also orthogonal. The mobility of the two-gear space mechanism 
is M = 1, the value resulting from the calculation of formula (16) in the particular form: 
 13322632 321  NCCM                    (16) 
in which the numerical values of the structural-topological parameters were replaced 
(17): 
3,5,3;2,2;6,1 321  NnrCmCm                     (17) 
 Variant 3 (Figure 4c) consists of three conical gears in which the wheel 4 is a 
distinct element with the common axis with the rod 1, the wheels 5 (5') are freely 
mounted on the joint axis of A, the wheel 6 is mounted free on the joint axis of B and 
the driven wheel 7 is freely mounted on the fixed shaft of the articulation of B0. The 
mobility of this complex spatial mechanism is M = 2, as it results from the numerical 
calculation using the custom formula (18): 
 24332832 321  NCCM                    (18) 
where the values specific to the kinematic scheme were replaced (Figure 4c): 
 4,7,3;3,2;8,1 321  NnrCmCm                    (19) 
3.2. Spatial mechanisms with quadrature chain RCCR type 
 The kinematic chain is formed with two articulations at the base (A0, B0) and 
two cylindrical couplings (A, B) with the orthogonal moving axes (Figure 5). 
 It starts from the RCCR space bar mechanism (Figure 5a) which turns the crank 
1 rotation into a limited rotation of the rocker rod 3. The fixed axes of joints of A0 and 
B0 are perpendicular to non-competing or competing. 
 The bar 2 consists of two orthogonal segments in S, each having a direction 
parallel to the axis of one of the joints A0 and B0. These conditions determine the 
movement of the bar 2, which is a circular translation in space. Since there is no 
rotation from the common normal to the fixed axes of A0 and B0, space associated with 
the spatial kinematic outline (0, 1, 2, 3) is r = 5. 
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                                        a)                                                b)  
Figure 5: RCCR spacebar mechanism 
 The mobility of this mechanism is calculated by the formula (20) customized in 
the form: 
11.522252 521  NCCM                     (20) 
 A kinematic chain with cylindrical gears (4, 5, 6', 7) and conical (5', 6) are 
attached to this kinematic chain (0, 1, 2, 3) with which they form the complex spatial 
mechanism with bars and gears (Figure 5b). 
 The mobility of the complex spatial mechanism is calculated with the formula 
(21) written in the form: 
2)1533(526)53(2 5321  NNCCM                    (21) 
 It is to be noted that cylindrical gears 4 and 7 are connected by cylindrical 
couplers to the shafts of the respective joints of A0 and B0. 
 The two mobilities are identified at bar 1 (as a crank) and wheel 4 (as a rotation 
motion). 
3.3. Spatial mechanisms with RCCC quadrilateral chain 
 The RCCC quadrilateral cinematic chain space mechanism (Figure 6a) has the 
axes arranged anyway in space, so that the additional chain will comprise hippocidal 
gears (4, 5) and (5', 6) in which some hipod wheels along the axis of rotation (Figure 
6b). 
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                                   a)                                                   b) 
Figure 6: The RCCC quadrilateral cinematic space mechanism 
3.4. Spatial heptalater chain mechanisms type 7R 
 The kinematic chain with seven articulated bars forms a heptagon closed 
contour and has the seven axes of rotation disposed anyway in space (Figure 7a). 
                       a)                               b) 
Figure 7: Spatial heptalater chain mechanisms type 7R 
 Each kinematic element is an articulated bar, the length of which corresponds 
to the common normal at two neighboring rotation axes, which are generally crossbars 
(nonconcurrent and nonparallel). 
 The spatial heptagon contour (A0ABCDEE0A0) is materialized (Figure 7a) 
through the 13-sided spatial contour (A'0A'AB'BC'CD'DE'EE'0E0A'0). 
 A closed cinema contour of seven bars, with the axes of any joints, corresponds 
to an associated maximum height space (r = 6). 
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 The range of the associated space is maximum (r = 6), even if some of the 
seven axes are concurrent or parallel. 
 Such an articulated space mechanism (with all seven kinematic couplings of 
class m = 1) is structurally topological equivalent to a hypoid gear mechanism (with 
two couplings of class m = 1 and a coupling of class m = 5, represented by punctual 
contact of the surfaces of the conjugate teeth). 
 The mobility of the articulated space mechanism is M = 1, which is verified by 
the calculation of the formula (22) customized as: 
11676 61  NCM                    (22) 
 One or more splice chains with hypoid gears are attached to this spatial 
kinematic chain (Figure 7b), the mechanism obtained is with bars and hyboidal teeth 
(hyperboloidal). 
 In the case considered (Fig. 7b), three hypoid gears were attached: the gear (7, 
2 ') between the axles (A) and (B), the gear (8,9) between the (C) 9 ', 10) between 
(D) and (E). 
 By attaching the three hypoid gears, three contours of the highest rank are 
formed, so that the mobility of the complex space mechanism with bars and hypoid 
gears is calculated with the formula: 
246351165 651  NCCM                     (23) 
 In applying the above formula, it has been taken into account that the wheels 
7, 8, 9 (9 ') and 10 are freely mounted on respective axes (A), (C), (D) and (E). 
3.5. Space Spherical Mechanisms 
 These spatial mechanisms are formed by attaching to a spherical pentagonal 
chain two or more conical gears, obtaining several variants with one, two or more 
mobility. 
 An example of a spherical cone with bevel gears and conical gears with mobility 
one is shown below (Figure 8a). 
 The kinematic spherical chain with articulated bars (Figure 8a) consists of 
movable elements 1, 2, 3 and 4 articulated between them and connected to the fixed 
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element 0 by the orthogonal axes of A0 and C0. A kinematic chain with wheels 
consisting of three conical gears (5, 2'), (2', 6) and (6', 7) is attached to this kinematic 
chain. 
 The first two conical gears are represented in axial projection, and the third 
conical gear appears in transverse projection (Figure 8a). The conical gear (6', 7) was 
also represented in axial projection (Figure 8b). 
                                             a)                               b) 
Figure 8: Space Spherical Mechanisms 
 The mobility of the complex spherical mechanism is calculated using formula 
(24) in the particular form: 
24332832 321  NCCM                    (24) 
 The two moves are represented by the independent rotation of the input 
elements (bar 1 and wheel 5), and the driven element is the toothed wheel 7. 
3.6. Spherical Hexalathar Spacing Mechanisms 
 Starting from the 5-ball spherical mechanism attached to a kinematic chain with 
conical gears in several structural-topological variants, of which there is a variant with 
four conical gears (Figure 9) with the mobility M = 2. 
 The rods and gears consist of at least one movable articulated bar and one of 
the cylindrical, tapered or hipoidal gears.  
 It is first considered the space mechanisms with the kernel chain with open 
bars. 
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 Two groups of such spatial mechanisms are known: elementary mechanisms 
(with a single articulated bar) and complex articulated mechanisms (with two or more 
articulated bars). 
 Figure 9: Spherical Hexalathar Spacing Mechanisms 
 Elementary space mechanisms can be made with a single central wheel (Figure 
1) or two central wheels (Figure 2) whose fixed axes coincide with the axis of the fixed 
hinge of the bar. 
 The toothed wheels used in the space mechanisms are conical wheels (Figure 
1a) and worm wheel with screw and worm wheel (Figure 1b). 
 In the spherical space mechanism (Figure 1a), the central conical wheel 1 
engages the satellite cone wheel 2, their axes being competing at the point S, this 
being the common tip of the rolling cones. The bar 3 has two joints, one fixed in A0 
(common to wheel 1), and another movable in A through which it links to wheel 2. 
 If the axes of the two conical wheels are perpendicular, the conical gear is called 
orthogonally, in this form being most often used in practice. 
 The mobility of the spherical mechanism is M = 2, which is deduced by the 
calculation of the custom formula (1): 
 The range of space associated with this kinematic contour is r = 3, since the 
axes of the rotation (m = 1) and roto-translation (m = 2) are competing at point S. 
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 Such a space mechanism with a bar and a conical gear is equivalent to a 
spherical spherical joint with monomobile joints, in which all axes are competing in the 
center S of the sphere. 
 In the case of the worm gear (Figure 1b), the worm wheel 1 is a central wheel 
and forms a hypoid gear (worm) with the worm wheel 2, the axes of the two gears 
being crossed in the orthogonal position. The bar 3 has a fixed axle (denoted by A0) 
common to that of the worm wheel 1, and the mobile shaft of the joint A (with the worm 
wheel) is orthogonal to the fixed one. 
 The mobility of the cross-axle space mechanism is M = 2, resulting from the 
application of the formula (2) customized to the 6: 
 In the application of the formula (2) it is mentioned that the engagement of the 
two worm wheels (1, 2) forms a pentamobile kemematic coupling (m = 5), at which the 
contact of the two surfaces is made at a point. A mechanism that includes a 
pentamobile kinematic coupling (maximum class) is associated with the maximum 
gradient (r = 6). 
 The space mechanism equivalent to this worm gear mechanism is an 
orthogonal spatial quadrilateral, the links of which are two trimmed spherical couplings 
and two monoblock rotation couplings. 
 The elementary space mechanisms with two central conical wheels (Figure 2) 
are obtained from the previous one (Figure 1a) by the addition of a conical gear wheel 
4, the axis of which is common to the fixed one. 
 The first space mechanism (Figure 2a) contains a bar 3 and two conical gears 
(1, 2) and (2', 4) mounted in parallel. The mobility of the mechanism is M = 2, this 
being calculated by the formula (3) for the particular case of the spherical mechanisms. 
 The second spatial mechanism (Figure 2b) is a particular case of the first 
mechanism from which it is obtained by orienting the movable axis in a direction 
perpendicular to the fixed axis. 
 In this latter case, the gears 1 and 4 are equal and the wheels 2 and 2' coincide, 
so that the two gears are mounted in series. 
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 If the bar 3 is immobilized, the transmission ratio between wheels 1 and 4 is 
obtained as the product of the partial transmission reports to be written, in the general 
case (Figure 2a), according to the tooth numbers in the form of. 
 By immobilizing one of the two central wheels 1 or 4, the mobility of the spatial 
mechanism becomes M = 1. For example, if the wheel 4 is immobilized, by actuating 
the rod 3 the movement is multiplied to the central wheel 1, whose angular velocity is 
(7). 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
 The rods and gears consist of at least one movable articulated bar and one 
of the cylindrical, tapered or hipoidal gears.  
 Only gears with circular or straight toothed gears, in which the relative 
position of the rotation or translation axes does not change, shall be considered.  
 The topological structure of the gears and gears is characterized by a 
kinematic chain with articulated bars and at least one kinematic chain with gears. 
The kinematic chain may be chain open (with a fixed rotation joint) or closed chain 
(with at least two fixed joints).  
 The kinematic chain with gears is attached to the kinematic chain with bars 
so that at least two gear wheels have centers in the bars of the bars and some 
wheels may be integral with the bars.  
 In practice, some of these gears with gears and gears are known as 
planetary gears with cylindrical, conical or hipoidal gears. 
 The gearing of these gears in these complex mechanisms is carried out in the 
form of series, parallel, or both parallel-series trains. 
 The system is made according to the articulated plan cinematic chain, which 
can be made as an open or closed kinematic chain. 
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